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ABSTRACT

Multisensor observations of anvil mammatus are analyzed in order to gain amore detailed understanding of

their spatiotemporal structure andmicrophysical characterization. Remarkable polarimetric radar signatures

are detected for the Pentecost 2014 supercell in Northrhine Westfalia, Germany, and severe storms in

Oklahoma along their mammatus-bearing anvil bases. Radar reflectivity at horizontal polarization ZH and

cross-correlation coefficient rHV decrease downward toward the bottom of the anvil while differential re-

flectivity ZDR rapidly increases, consistent with the signature of crystal depositional growth. The differential

reflectivity ZDR within mammatus exceeds 2 dB in the Pentecost storm and in several Oklahoma severe

convective storms examined for this paper. Observations from a zenith-pointing Ka-band cloud radar and a

Doppler wind lidar during the Pentecost storm indicate the presence of a supercooled liquid layer of at least

200–300-m depth near the anvil base at temperatures between2158 and2308C. These liquid drops, which are
presumably generated in localized areas of vertical velocities of up to 1.5m s21, coexist with ice particles

identified by cloud radar. The authors hypothesize that pristine crystals grow rapidly within these layers of

supercooled water, and that oriented planar ice crystals falling from the liquid layers lead to high ZDR at

precipitation radar frequencies. A mammatus detection strategy using precipitation radar observations is

presented, based on a methodology so far mainly used for the detection of updrafts in convective storms.

Owing to the presence of a supercooled liquid layer detected above the mammatus lobes, the new detection

strategy might also be relevant for aviation safety.

1. Introduction

Mammatus—which is the more common term for the

internationally accepted terminology mamma (World

Meteorological Organization 1975, 1987)—appear as

a cellular pattern of lobes, bulges, or protuberances

‘‘hanging’’ underneath the cloud base (Glickman 2000;

Schultz et al. 2006). Mammatus at the underside of cu-

mulonimbus anvils is the most commonly recognized, but

mammatus also form in cirrus, cirrocumulus, altocumu-

lus, altostratus, stratocumulus, and volcanic ash clouds

(e.g., Stith 1995; Kollias et al. 2005; Schultz et al. 2006).

Schultz and Hancock (2016) argue that lobes associated

with contrails cannot be classified as mammatus. While

mammatus frequently attract photographers, their es-

sential atmospheric conditions, formation mechanisms,

dynamics, and macro- and microphysical properties are

still not completely understood; Schultz et al. (2006)

provide a critical review of 10 formationmechanisms that

have been suggested during the last decades. Reported

observations are mostly restricted to only one measure-

ment device, like ground-based Doppler radar (Martner

1995, 1996), airborne Doppler radar (Winstead et al.

2001), ground-based Doppler cloud radar (Kollias et al.

2005), lidar (Wang and Sassen 2006; Platt et al. 2002),

aircraft penetrations, or photographs. Thus, information

about the larger-scale spatial distribution of mammatus

and their evolution is scarce at best.

Available mammatus observations differ with respect

to the type of particles within the lobes. Hlad (1944)

reports on an aircraft flight through mammatus and

characterizes them as rain sacks and speculates that
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strong upward motion must prevent the raindrops from

falling out. Observations and considerations by Clough

and Franks (1991) and Stith (1995) suggest ice particles

as the predominant constituents of mammatus. Tem-

peratures were far below 08C level in most observations,

thus ice particles are likely dominating mammatus.

Liquid layers near the top of many cold cloud systems

(stratiform and convective clouds) have been observed

by aircraft measurements of Hobbs and Rangno (1985)

and Rauber and Grant (1986) even at temperatures

below 2308C. Rauber and Tokay (1991) conclude from

simulations that in localized updrafts ‘‘the imbalance

between the condensate supply rate and the bulk ice

crystal mass growth at a wide range of temperatures and

updraft speeds is sufficient to produce this liquid layer

(p. 1005),’’ because the ice crystals concentration might

be too small to deplete the generated liquid water. Thus,

if updrafts exist in mammatus, then a mixture of ice and

liquid particles is possible even high above the 08C level.

In this paper, we characterize the microphysics of cu-

mulonimbus anvil mammatus observed on the upshear and

downshear sides of the outflow anvil of an intense supercell

on 9 June 2014 (Pentecost) in Northrhine Westfalia, Ger-

many, based onmultisensormeasurements.We exploit the

polarimetric information compiled in the 3D mosaic of

differential reflectivity ZDR, radar reflectivity at horizontal

polarization ZH, cross-correlation coefficient rHV, and

specific differential phase KDP for an automated detection

and characterization of the spatiotemporal distribution of

mammatus including composition and inherent circulation.

According to the three supercell archetypes (Moller et al.

1990, 1994; Beatty et al. 2008)—‘‘classic,’’ ‘‘low precipita-

tion’’ (LP), and ‘‘high precipitation’’ (HP)—the Pentecost

event was an HP supercell. The evolution of the event

is captured by a Germany-wide 3D composite based on

the polarimetric C-band radar network of the German

Weather Service [Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD)]; the

composite has 1-km horizontal and 250-m vertical grid

spacing and is provided in 5-min intervals. These obser-

vations are complemented with time series of vertical pro-

files from a suite of remote sensing measurements from

the Jülich Observatory for Cloud Evolution (JOYCE)

(Löhnert et al. 2015) located at the research center Jülich,

Germany. The JOYCE observations from a 35.5-GHz

cloud radar, a 1.5-mm Doppler lidar, and a total sky im-

ager provide valuable information during the passage of

the supercell and the mammatus bearing anvil over Jülich.
The supercell also grazed the Meteorological Institute

of the University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany, located about

50km to the east of JOYCE, where a polarimetric X-band

radar provides—besides ordinary volume scans—vertical

cross sections [so-called range–height indicator (RHI)

scans] with small grid intervals (75m) and birdbath scans

(vertical observations with a turning antenna dish) every

5min. A collocated ceilometer monitored the cloud-base

height and provided additional insight into the outer

structure of the mammatus lobes. The findings from the

Pentecost storm are complemented by polarimetric radar

observations of mammatus associated with supercells in

Oklahoma.

Section 2 provides a synoptic characterization of the

Pentecost event, while section 3 describes in detail the

multisensor database available for the analysis. In section

4, we introduce ourmethod formammatus detection, and

section 5 contains the interpretation and discussion of the

multisensormeasurements obtained during the Pentecost

event. Section 6 presents supporting mammatus obser-

vations from Oklahoma, and section 7 derives a general

characterization of anvil mammatus. Section 8 provides a

summary and conclusions.

2. The Pentecost storm on 9 June 2014 in
Northrhine Westfalia, Germany

During the 2014 Pentecost weekend, a series of severe

supercell storms occurred in northern France, Belgium,

Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and, especially, Germany,

following a heatwave in early June in combination with a

Spanish plume synoptic weather pattern. The Spanish

plume (e.g., van Delden 1998; Lewis and Gray 2010) re-

fers to a weather pattern in which moist air capped by

warmer but dry airmoves into northwesternEurope from

the southwest. This pattern can create heatwaves and

support the buildup of substantial convective available

potential energy that can be released when, for example,

air is lifted by low-level colder air approaching from the

Atlantic, initiating intense convective storms. The ra-

diosonde from Bergen (52.828N, 9.938E; about 380km

northeast of Jülich; the closest sounding available at this

time) at 1800 UTC 9 June 2014 (Fig. 1) shows a rather

moist boundary layer with little spread between tem-

perature and dewpoint below a warm and dry well-mixed

layer between 800 and 650hPa that is characterized by a

nearly dry adiabatic lapse rate. Steep midtropospheric

lapse rates associated with this elevated mixed layer

(EML) allows high convective available potential energy

to develop. EMLs, which can keep storms isolated (e.g.,

Benjamin and Carlson 1986), are generated over the

Iberian Plateau and advected by southwesterly flow—as

was the case during the Pentecost event—over a warm,

moist boundary layer, creating high potential energy and

so-called ‘‘loaded gun’’ soundings. Such situations are

responsible for themost severe weather events in Europe

(Schaefer 1986). Low-level convergence (e.g., along a

frontal boundary) can ‘‘push’’ boundary layer parcels

through the layer of convective inhibition or the so-called
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cap sometimes found at the base of the EML and initiate

convection; diabatic heating in the boundary layer can

also remove convective inhibition and allow for the de-

velopment of surface-based convection.

According to the Consortium for Small-ScaleModeling–

European Union (COSMO-EU) analysis generated with

the COSMO model [for details, see Doms and Schättler
(2002) or Baldauf et al. (2011)], mean-layer convective

available potential energy (ML-CAPE) reached 2000–

2500Jkg21 over large areas with peaks up to 3000Jkg21

before and during this event. The atmosphere was fur-

ther characterized by deep-layer bulk wind differences

(wind difference between 0 and 6km) of 15ms21 in

central Germany. Radiosoundings, as well as the com-

parison of winds at 850 and 500hPa in the COSMO-EU

analysis, also revealed veering, resulting in 0–3-km

storm-relative helicity of around 200m2 s22. Outbreaks

of severe weather were reported on 9 and 10 June with

the worst damage produced by one of the region’s most

violent storms in decades as it crossed the German state

of North Rhine-Westphalia on 9 June. This particular

storm caused six fatalities and produced devastating wind

gusts up to 42ms21, hail, and a flash flood in Dus̈seldorf,

Germany. Besides the total sky imager (TSI) observa-

tions from JOYCE (see next section), photographs and

YouTube videos from the public confirm long-lasting and

widespread occurrence of mammatus during this event.

3. The multisensor database

Areal coverage of the storm and its evolution are pro-

vided by a Germany-wide 3D composite of polarimetric

moments generated by theHans-Ertel-Centre forWeather

Research (HErZ; Simmer et al. 2016) with 1-km hori-

zontal and 250-m vertical grid spacing. Each of the con-

tributing radars monitors the evolution of precipitation

in the 180-km vicinity with 1-km radial grid spacing; vol-

ume scans are collected at a 5-min interval and consist of

10 elevations ranging from 0.58 to 258. A linear relation

between path-integrated attenuation and differential

phase shift is assumed in order to correct for attenuation-

related biases of ZH and ZDR. Corrected scans are pro-

jected onto a 3D polar-stereographic grid, taking into

account advection calculated from subsequent scans using

cross correlation (Bellon et al. 1991; Anagnostou and

Krajewski 1999).

The polarimetric X-band weather radar BoXPol, op-

erated by the Transregional Collaborative Research

Center TR32 (www.tr32.de; Simmer et al. 2015) and

installed on a 30-m-tall building next to the Meteoro-

logical Institute of the University Bonn [50.730528N,

7.0716638E, 99.9m MSL, for details see Diederich et al.

(2015)], provides continuousmonitoring of precipitation

in the 150-km range with 150-m radial grid spacing.

BoXPol generates volume products every 5min based

on a volume scan with 10 elevation angles from 18 to 288.
In addition, a vertical scan (so-called birdbath scan)

and a genuine RHI providing a vertical cross section at

azimuth 2258 (which, on average, is the direction where

most precipitation events approach) complete the 5-min

surveys. CollocatedwithBoXPol is a 1064-nm ceilometer/

cloud heightmeterCHM15k [JenoptikGmbH,Germany;

Heese et al. (2010)] deployed at the Meteorological

Institute of the University of Bonn; it provides the

evolution of (uncalibrated) attenuated backscatter (b)

profiles (Weitkamp 2005) and up to three cloud-base

heights between 15 and 15 000m in range.

JOYCE, located at the research center Jülich
(50.90868N, 6.41368E, 111m MSL), is equipped with a

great variety of state-of-the-art remote sensing and

in situ instruments intended to monitor the variability of

the atmospheric water cycle and physical cloud prop-

erties. The Ka-band, polarimetric, Doppler cloud radar

JOYRAD-35 [METEK GmbH, Germany; Görsdorf
et al. (2015)], which operates at 35.5GHz, provides

vertical profiles of Doppler spectra and derived standard

moments (reflectivity, mean Doppler velocity, Doppler

spectral width, and linear depolarization ratio) between

150m and 15 km above ground. The 1.5-mm streamline

Doppler lidar [HALO Photonics, United Kingdom;

Pearson et al. (2009)] provides wind speeds along the

beam for arbitrary directions, from which vertical air

motion and profiles of the horizontal wind speed and

direction below cloud base are derived. The TSI (Long

et al. 2006) records a hemispheric image every 20 s from

FIG. 1. Radiosounding at 1800 UTC 9 Jun 2014 measured in

Bergen, Germany. (Source: University ofWyoming http://weather.

uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html.)
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which cloud cover and its partitioning in thin and opa-

que clouds is derived.

4. Radar-based detection of updrafts and
mammatus

The observations and discussion contained in this

paper are a rather unexpected result of an ongoing anal-

ysis of the German 3D polarimetric composite on the

predictive power of updrafts indicated by ZDR columns

for intense rainfall over Germany. The methodology—

described in more detail below—led to the areawide

detection of mammatus during the Pentecost event and

triggered the additional analyses including supportive

observations presented here.

a. Differential reflectivity

Differential reflectivity ZDR, expressed in units of dB,

is the ratio of the linear radar reflectivity factors at hori-

zontal and vertical polarizationsZH andZV, respectively,

where ZDR is independent of hydrometeor number

concentration but varies with hydrometeor shape,

orientation, density, and refractive index. For an in-

depth description of the information content of ZDR

in rain, we refer to Zrnić and Ryzhkov (1999), Bringi

and Chandrasekar (2001), Doviak and Zrnić (2006),

Chandrasekar et al. (2013), andKumjian (2013). Owing to

orientation effects (i.e., mean nonzero canting)ZDR of ice

particles can be either positive or negative (e.g., Oue et al.

2015). A further reduction in ZDR is seen for frozen par-

ticles that are tumbling or those that have more random

orientation (e.g., North et al. 2014; Pruppacher and Klett

1996). Both factors cause ZDR of dry graupel and aggre-

gated snowflakes to bemuch lower compared to rain;ZDR

of dry aggregated snow is usually between 0 and 0.2dB

due to the very low density of snow aggregates (Ryzhkov

et al. 1998). High values may occur for well-oriented

nonspherical ice particles (Oue et al. 2016). Accordingly,

ZDR is higher for single crystals like needles and plates

compared to large aggregated dry snowflakes. The ZDR

of ice particles tends to be significantly lower than that of

raindrops with a similar aspect ratio (i.e., the ratio of

shortest to longest particle extension) due to the lower

dielectric constant of ice (e.g., Zrnić and Ryzhkov 1999;

Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001). Nevertheless, ice can be

highly anisotropic and can have mean nonzero canting

that result in higher or lower ZDR.

b. ZDR signals associated with mammatus

Enhanced ZDR above the 08C level, which sometimes

appears as vertically extended columns (so-called ZDR

columns), is currently thought to be associated with su-

percooled liquid rain drops lofted by intense updrafts

(e.g., Illingworth et al. 1987; Kumjian et al. 2014; Snyder

et al. 2015). The ZDR columns are considered as a po-

tential future operational tool to quantify the extent and

intensity of updrafts in convective storms and thus early

signs of rainfall intensification and hail (Picca and

Ryzhkov 2010; Kumjian et al. 2014; Weissmann et al.

2014; Snyder et al. 2015).

We generated a ZDR column product following the

method described in Picca and Ryzhkov (2010). The

method is based on counting the number of vertical grid

boxes above the environmental 08C level with ZDR

exceeding a predetermined threshold of 1 or 2 dB;

multiplication of the count with the grid box volume

(1 km 3 1km 3 0.25 km) results in a ‘‘ZDR column

volume’’ product. IncreasingZDR column values in time

indicate updraft intensification and, thus, potentially

heavy precipitation and large hail.

Figure 2 shows a genuine RHI recorded by the polari-

metric, X-band radar in Bonn (BoXPol), Germany, at

1830UTC at 2258 azimuth. Columns of enhancedZDR are

visible (left panel in Fig. 2) in the precipitating part of

the storm, which protrude above the 08C level at

around 3.8-km height at distances of about 28, 36, and

40–44km from the radar. The typical wavy structures of

mammatus can be seen in the sloping base of the leading

(i.e., downshear) anvil. Mammatus may appear both in the

leading and in the trailing anvil (e.g., Bluestein and Parks

1983). The horizontal width of individual mammatus lobes

in the leading anvil of the supercell monitored by BoXPol

(Fig. 2, right panel) is of the order of 1–3km, while the

vertical extents reach up to 1km. This particular RHI was,

however, just grazing the mammatus region and missed

the most intense mammatus lobes. Reconstructed RHIs

based on the BoXPol radar volumemeasurements across

the center of the mammatus region, however, show in-

dications of enhanced ZDR values aloft (not shown).

The ZDR column product for the C-band 3D radar

composite (using ZDR threshold of 1 dB) for the Pen-

tecost event reveals surprising results at first glance;

Fig. 3 shows on the right panel a snapshot of the detected

ZDR columns at 2020 UTC while the left panel displays

near-surface ZH with the typical bow echo (see section

2) clearly visible. A correlation analysis between these

apparent ZDR columns and near-surface ZH for the

Pentecost event reveals, however, that only most of

these apparent ZDR columns are short lived and do not

produce meaningful precipitation. Additionally, many

of the areas with positive ZDR column depth actually

emerged after the passage of the bow echo. The detected

ZDR signals at up to 50km ahead of the areas of high

near-surface ZH do not appear to be the same as the

‘‘usual’’ ZDR columns associated with strong convective

stormupdrafts; anothermechanism seems to bebehind the
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enhanced ZDR aloft that causes false alarms from the al-

gorithm. In light of this, it appears that the algorithm is not

only detecting ZDR columns as they have commonly been

observed and described (i.e., associatedwith deep updrafts

in intense convective storms). As such, we will instead

refer to these features (i.e., detections by the ZDR column

algorithm) as ‘‘ZDR signals.’’ The multisensor analysis

detailed in section 5 will associate a large part of the ZDR

signals with anvil mammatus high above the 08C level.

5. Synergistic observations of mammatus during
the 2014 Pentecost event

The false alarms in the ZDR column algorithm

initiated a synergistic analysis of remote- sensing ob-

servations to explore the nature of theZDR signatures at

the bases of the storm anvils. A snapshot for an area

around JOYCE is shown in Fig. 4, which combines

surfaceZH (color shading) with the pseudo-ZDR column

product (indicated by filled contour lines highlighting

areas with 3, 6, or 8 vertically stacked grid boxes of

ZDR . 1 dB above the 08C level) for each (x, y) co-

ordinate at 1740 UTC. The straight blue line indicates

the location of the vertical cross section displayed in

Fig. 5.While the pseudo-ZDR column product in Fig. 4 is

based on interpolated composite data, the vertical cross

section in Fig. 5 shows noninterpolated data, which let us

connect the ZDR signals at large distances from the

primary storm cores to the high surfaceZH to the base of

the anvil between 5 and 8km.

TheZDR values are found to increase toward the anvil

bottom. The magnitudes at the underside of the anvil

FIG. 2. Genuine range–height indicator (RHI) measured with the polarimetric X-band radar in Bonn (BoXPol),

Germany, at 1830 UTC 9 Jun 2014 along azimuth 2258. (left) The polarimetric variable shown is differential re-

flectivity ZDR. (right) A zoomed-in view of the mammatus region depicting ZDR again. The 08C level is around

4-km height.

FIG. 3. Snapshot showing a zoomed-in view of the near-surface reflectivitiesZH observed at 2020UTC 9 Jun 2014

in the northwestern part ofGermany based on (left) the national 3D composite and (right) filled contour lines of the

derivedZDR column product indicatingmore than or equal to 3, 6, or 8 grid boxes withZDR greater than 1 dB in the

vertical column above the 08C level for each (x, y) coordinate.
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clearly exceeding 0.4 dB, which is the typical ZDR we

would expect from ordinary snow aggregates in anvils of

deep convection (Homeyer and Kumjian 2015). Cross

sections at the same location approximately 10min

before and after this time show maximal ZDR values in

the leading anvil region between 1.6 and 2.5 dB, and

values between 1 and 1.4 dB are also observed in the

trailing anvil. According to temperature-dependent ice

particle habit growth (e.g., Bailey and Hallett 2009) and

the temperatures at the anvil bottom (between 2158
and 2308C), we expect preferential platelike crystal

growth, and that by vapor deposition as suggested by

synergistic measurements from JOYRAD-35 and the

1.5-mm Doppler lidar. These platelike crystals could

explain the enhanced ZDR we observe (cf. section 7c

for a detailed discussion). The collocated vertical scans

from the JOYCE cloud radar (JOYRAD-35) clearly

hint at localized areas of upward motion and layers of

supercooled liquid water in the mammatus region of the

leading anvil of the storm, which indicates that the

conditions for efficient depositional growth are favor-

able in these regions.

A zoomed-in view into the anvil underside of themost

intense mammatus lobes, which passed the site around

1740 UTC, is shown in Fig. 6. The different panels

show effective radar reflectivity factor Ze, mean Dopp-

ler velocity, and Doppler spectral width. We utilize

the backscattering profile of the 1.5-mm Doppler lidar

FIG. 4. A snapshot at 1740 UTC 9 Jun 2014 indicating surface

reflectivity (color shading) and the ZDR column product (filled

contours) based on the national C-band radar composite for the

area of Jülich and Bonn. The blue line indicates the position of the

cross section shown in Fig. 5.

FIG. 5. Cross section through the 3D composite along the line indicated in Fig. 4 showing the polarimetric variables

(top left) ZH, (top right) ZDR, (bottom left) rHV, and (bottom right) KDP.
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(Fig. 7) to detect the supercooled liquid water drops by

applying a thresholding technique similar to Delanoë
and Hogan (2010): a layer of supercooled liquid water

causes a sudden increase in backscattering followed by a

strong signal decrease due to attenuation by super-

cooled liquid water. The lidar signal is completely at-

tenuated within approximately 200–300m around the

peak backscattering signal, which is a typical feature of

liquid water [see also Hogan et al. (2004)] and suggests a

minimum depth of the liquid layer of 200–300m.

From the cloud radar and lidar observations alone, we

cannot rule out frozen cloud droplets at high concen-

trations, which would appear very similar to liquid drops

to a lidar. Collocated passive microwave observations,

however, suggest liquid water with columnar amounts

around 100gm22 inside the anvil cloud.Whilemost radar

Doppler spectra within the mammatus lobes show a sin-

gular peak with typical ice/snowfall velocities of around

1ms21, in the region of strong lidar attenuation we also

find bimodal spectra with a second smaller peak close to

0ms21 hinting at supercooled droplets (Fig. 8). The su-

percooled droplet layer detected by the lidar also co-

incides with the largest vertical Ze gradient (Fig. 6). The

Doppler spectral widthmeasurements in Fig. 7 also show

virga (i.e., streaks of particles with enhanced spectral

width falling out of the lidar-detected liquid layer) (e.g.,

between 1735 and 1737 UTC).

Similar to many other studies of combined radar–lidar

observations of mixed-phase cloud systems (see, e.g.,

Hogan et al. 2003), the supercooled-liquid layer de-

tected by the lidar is above the cloud boundaries derived

from radar reflectivity. This is consistent with relatively

large particles (i.e., effective radii .25mm) (Donovan

and van Lammeren 2001), because sedimentation of

aggregated or large single ice particles from the liquid

layer results in a larger radar signal (with a D6 de-

pendence) relative to the lidar signal (with a D2 de-

pendence). Taking again the polarimetric C-band radar

data into account, aggregation can be considered as less

dominant and platelike crystal growth as more likely in

this case study, since aggregation results in an increase of

ZH toward lower heights as opposed to the decrease

FIG. 6. Detailed zoomed-in view of the underside of the anvil

with the most intense mammatus lobes. (top) Effective reflectivity

factor, (middle) mean Doppler velocity (positive values show up-

ward motion), and (bottom) spectral width measured at JOYCE

between 1733 and 1745 UTC 9 Jun 2014 with the JOYRAD-35 Ka-

band cloud radar. Overlaid black (top two panels) and white

(bottom panel) dots represent the location of a liquid layer as

identified with the collocated 1.5-mm Doppler lidar measurements

(Fig. 7); the red line at the bottom of each panel indicates times

where the Doppler lidar was not in vertically pointing mode.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, a detailed zoomed-in area of the underside

of the anvil with the most intense mammatus lobes, but the loga-

rithm of the attenuated backscattering coefficient measured by the

1.5-mmDoppler lidar is displayed. The red line at the bottom of the

panel indicates times where the Doppler lidar was not in vertically

pointing mode.
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observed. Studies of lidar observations in mixed-phase

clouds consistently show large depolarization ratio

values beneath supercooled layers, which are only con-

sistent with nonspherical particles (e.g., Sassen 2005;

Shupe 2007; Seifert et al. 2010; Bühl et al. 2016). Un-

fortunately, no polarimetric lidar information is yet

available at JOYCE.

Close to the time of the C-band cross section dis-

played in Fig. 5, JOYRAD-35 shows localized areas of

upward motion in the sloping anvil base. Doppler ve-

locities reach 1.5m s21 (Fig. 6, middle panel) in accor-

dance with the updrafts in mammatus lobes measured

with the Doppler lidar (not shown). Also, the BoXPol

birdbath scan (Fig. 9) over Bonn about 45min later

measured upward vertical velocities of 0.5–1.5m s21 in

the mammatus region. Along the entire leading anvil,

areas of upward motion up to 2.5m s21 are measured.

According to Rauber and Tokay (1991), much weaker

updrafts can already produce liquid water in reasonable

amounts; they estimated that at2228C upwardmotion of

0.03ms21 is sufficient. These drops must coexist with

ice particles, although the amount of ice seems to be

insufficient to deplete the generated liquid water drops.

Revisiting Fig. 6, the velocities within the mammatus

pouches vary between 21.5 and 11.5m s21 while rel-

atively strong downdrafts of up to 25m s21 are ob-

served 0.5–1 km above the base of the mammatus.

Since no radiosonde information through the mam-

matus region is available, we cannot rule out whether

the presence of a stable layer weakened the downdrafts

at lower altitudes.

Kollias et al. (2005) interpret the collocation of layers

of higher Doppler spectral width with Doppler velocity

gradients in mammatus as an indication of high turbu-

lence. Measured Doppler spectral widths at about 0.5–

1 km above the radar-detected base of the pouches are

around 0.8m s21 and reach up to 1.2m s21 (Fig. 6, bot-

tom panel). Neglecting wind shear, the main contribu-

tions to the observed Doppler spectrum width are the

variability in the terminal velocities of hydrometeors

and the radar subresolution volume turbulence (Kollias

et al. 2001). Using the mean spectral width above the

mammatus region as an estimator for contribution of the

difference in terminal velocities (sd 5 0.2m s21), spec-

tral widths s around 0.8m s21 at 8-km heights (Fig. 10)

would, according to Fang et al. 2014 (we insert the es-

timated variance due to air turbulence s2
t 5s2 2s2

d in

their equation), correspond to 185 cm2 s23, which would

be consistent with the values estimated by Kollias et al.

(2005) in mammatus. Such high turbulence is typically

observed in shallow cumuli, whereas dissipitation rates

of high clouds are usually smaller (Kollias et al. 2001).

FIG. 8. (top) As in Fig. 6, a detailed zoom in the underside of the

anvil with the most intense mammatus lobes showing the effective

reflectivity factor measured with JOYRAD-35. (bottom) The blue

dot in (top) indicates the location of the Doppler spectrum.

FIG. 9. Vertical Doppler velocity measured with the BoXPol

birdbath scan. In the detected mammatus region updrafts up to

1m s21 and along the entire leading anvil updrafts between 0.5 and

2.5m s21 are detected. Note that themeasurements aremade every

5min, thus, the display is not continuous in time.
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The cloud radar Doppler spectral width for a larger

area of the anvil (Fig. 10) shows another layer of in-

creased spectral width/turbulence sloping down toward

the storm center. Between 1715 and 1750 UTC, a layer

with spectral width values around 0.8m s21 descends

from 11.5 km down to 8.5 km in height. This layer is

clearly separated from the shorter-lasting turbulent

layer observed between 1730 and 1750UTCmuch closer

to the mammatus lobes. Martner (1995) and Kollias

et al. (2005) also report descending layers of high tur-

bulence near the cloud base prior to mammatus for-

mation and argued that the origin of the mammatus

bulges is deep in the anvil cloud. Interestingly, the

Doppler velocity spectrum between both layers identi-

fied in the Pentecost case is positively skewed (cf.

Figs. 10 and 11, top panel) with the mean Doppler ve-

locity dominated by the downward-moving hydrome-

teors, which are probably ice crystals. But the spectra

clearly suggest upward-moving particles at up to 2ms21

(Fig. 11, bottom panel). This updraft signature in the

spectra and the skewness of the spectrum suggest in-

creased depositional growth of ice particles in this layer.

Kollias et al. (2005) report the presence of gravity

waves near a cirrus anvil base with mammatus. Our

observations of the cloud radar Doppler velocity of the

trailing anvil (Fig. 12) also indicate that at least parts of

the ZDR signals observed by the C-band radars are as-

sociated with gravity waves. Since the bow echo passed

with a speed of about 85 kmh21, the wavelength can be

roughly estimated to be around 7km. We could not,

however, identify clear signatures of gravity waves in the

mammatus region of the leading anvil.Moreover, Fig. 12

shows long wavelength gravity waves in the Doppler

velocity with alternating positive and negative velocities

when no mammatus lobes can be identified. Also, the

collocated 1.5-mm Doppler lidar measurements do not

show a clear supercooled liquid layer in the trailing anvil.

Since no additional cloud radar observations or TSI

measurements (owing to the time being after sunset) of

the trailing anvil are available, it remains unclear whether

parts of the detected ZDR signal in the trailing anvil are

associated with mammatus and/or gravity waves.

6. Polarimetric radar observations of mammatus
in Oklahoma

Signatures similar to the 2014 Pentecost storms have

been observed in mammatus associated with supercells

in Oklahoma. Figure 13 shows a reconstructed RHI of

ZH and ZDR through a tornadic storm observed on

29 May 2004 by KOUN, an S-bandWSR-88D in central

Oklahoma. As in the observations fromGermany, there

are regions of enhancedZDRwith peak values up to 2 dB

FIG. 10. Spectral width of a larger portion of the leading anvil

measured by JOYRAD-35 on 9 Jun 2014. The black box indicates

the time–height–space displayed as zoomed-in view of the most

intense mammatus region in Fig. 6 [(bottom) with a different color

bar in order to highlight the fall streaks].

FIG. 11. (top) Skewness of the Doppler spectrum of a larger

portion of the leading anvil measured by JOYRAD-35 on 9 Jun

2014. (bottom) The red circle in (top) indicates the location of the

sample Doppler spectrum. Again, the convention of positive ve-

locities for upward motion is used.
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along the lower portion of the sloping cumulonimbus

anvil associated with mammatus. Again, ZH decreases

and ZDR rapidly increases toward the bottom of the

anvil signaling differential sedimentation of liquid drops

or other hydrometeors. Note that theZDR enhancement

at the rear side of the storm at the distances exceeding

115 km and heights between 9 and 14km is attributed to

the effect of three-body scattering associated with an

elevated hail core (Hubbert and Bringi 2000; Picca and

Ryzhkov 2012).

Widespread mammatus were observed with severe

thunderstorms that developed across portions of the

south-central United States on the afternoon of 13 April

2014. Data from KTLX, a nearby polarimetric WSR-

88D located in central Oklahoma, indicated enhanced

ZDR of 1–4dB collocated with low ZH (e.g., less than

15 dBZ) along the lower edge of an anvil associated with

mammatus as seen in data from an 8.08 elevation angle

scan (Fig. 14). The height where wet-bulb temperature is

equal to 08C was about 2.5 km for this case while the

ambient environmental temperature at the storm anvil

base varies between approximately288 and2188C.One

can see from the right-bottom panel in Fig. 14 that the

patches of ZDR enhancement are detected only in cer-

tain areas of the anvil in these particular severe storms.

Owing to a relatively low signal-to-noise ratio, the var-

iance in the ZDR estimates is likely to be higher in this

area (near the base of the anvil) than in areas of the anvil

where the return signal is stronger. As such, some cau-

tion is warranted when looking at the exact ZDR

maxima.

In general, having examined additional six mammatus

events (not shown) associated with supercells observed

by polarimetric WSR-88Ds in the central United States,

lobes of enhanced ZDR are often not observed in thun-

derstorm anvils [e.g., Homeyer and Kumjian (2015) did

not find such signatures in anvils of their convective

storm composites]. This is especially true for the cases

with high signal-to-noise ratio where one can have

greater confidence in theZDRmaxima.We suspect there

are at least two possible reasons for this: 1) the micro-

physical processes associated with these regions of en-

hanced ZDR in mammatus are not always present, and

2) the characteristic size ofmammatus are often too small

relative to the radar resolution volume (i.e., the radar

cannot spatially resolve the mammatus lobes and asso-

ciated ZDR signatures). Better sampling of mammatus

FIG. 13. Reconstructed range–height indicator (RHI) measured

with the S-band radar in Oklahoma during a strong tornadic storm

on 29 May 2004. The different panels show the polarimetric vari-

ables horizontal reflectivity ZH and differential reflectivity ZDR.

FIG. 12. Doppler velocity (positive values indicate upward

motions) of a larger portion of the trailing anvil measured by

JOYRAD-35 on 9 Jun 2014.
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can be obtained by using nontraditional sampling

strategies that include the collection of genuine RHIs,

which can greatly increase the vertical resolution and

data coverage when compared to traditional volume

coverage patterns using the WSR-88D network.

Since the thunderstorm anvils may spread over large

areas and are quite uniform horizontally, we utilize the

recently introduced quasi-vertical profiles (QVP)

methodology (Ryzhkov et al. 2016) to capture large-

scale polarimetric features of the anvil of a supercell

storm observed with the KTLX WSR-88D on 19 May

2013 (Fig. 15). The QVP technique uses azimuthal

averaging of the radar data collected at high antenna

elevation and presents the resulting quasi-vertical pro-

files of ZH, ZDR, rhv, and KDP in a height versus time

format as shown in Fig. 15. To generate the QVP for

KDP, KDP is computed first for each radial and then

azimuthally averaged. The antenna elevation of 19.58
was used to generate QVPs for this case so that the di-

ameter of the circle over which data are averaged varies

from 27.5 to 55 km for the height changing from 5 to

10 km. Such an average profile is not adequate to reveal

important microphysical features of the most intense

convective part of the storm as it passed over the radar

FIG. 14. Plots ofZH andZDR in vertical cross section (left) through themammatus lobes and (right) at fixed antenna

elevation 8.08 for the storm observed in central Oklahoma by the KTLXWSR-88D at 2231UTC 13Apr 2014. (right)

White dashed lines indicate the distance from the radar. (left) Vertical cross section is displayed along the direction

marked by a pink line in the right panels. Heights are labeled in units of km above radar level (ARL).
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between 2200 and 2300 UTC, but it is satisfactory to

identify interesting polarimetric signatures in its anvil

(time before 2130 UTC). Most notable of them is the

KDP enhancement in the lower part of the anvil. The

value of KDP estimate is usually quite low and noisy in

the ice portions of the storms at S band, but the azi-

muthal averaging helps to significantly reduce the sta-

tistical errors and make it possible to roughly quantify

ice water content (IWC) using the following relation:

IWC5 3:2K
DP

(1)

from Vivekanandan et al. (1994) and Ryzhkov et al.

(1998). [In (1), IWC is expressed in grams per cubic

meter and KDP in degrees per kilometer.] Figure 15

shows thatKDP near the base of the anvil varies between

0.048 and 0.088km21, which corresponds to IWC within

the 0.13–0.26 gm23 range according to (1). Because of

the similarity with the signature of dendritic growth of-

ten observed in the temperature range of around2158C
(e.g., Kennedy and Rutledge 2011; Bechini et al. 2013),

the enhancement of KDP in the lower part of anvil

shifted downward from the local ZH maximum testifies

for depositional growth of anisotropic ice there (see

section 7c for a more detailed discussion of the

signature).

7. Characterization of anvil mammatus

a. Spatial and temporal scales

The German C-band radar composite allowed for the

continuous monitoring of the ZDR signatures of anvil

mammatus of the supercell storm crossing northern

Germany from the west toward the northeast for a pe-

riod of more than 6 hours. We conclude from the ob-

servations in Germany and the United States that only a

small fraction of mammatus exhibits theZDR signatures.

Schultz et al. (2006) conclude from earlier observations

that the lifetime of a mammatus field can range from

15min to a few hours. The Pentecost mammatus fields

indicated by the ZDR signals in the C-band composite

(Figs. 4 and 5) roughly covered 30km in the west–east

direction and more than 100 km in the north–south di-

rection. The time period mammatus were observed by

the TSI (Fig. 16) support such extended fields and du-

rations. Mammatus or upward motion associated with

gravity waves (or a mixture of both) as detected in the

ZDR column product in the trailing anvil of the bow echo

and after its passage (Fig. 3) occupied a smaller area;

also the magnitudes of the ZDR column product were

smaller. Individual mammatus lobes had diameters

FIG. 15. QVPs ofZH,ZDR, rhv, andKDP generated from the data

collected at elevation 19.58 by the KTLX WSR-88D for the su-

percell storm in Oklahoma on 19 May 2013.

FIG. 16. Snapshots taken with the total sky imager located at the

JOYCE site (left) 1730, (middle) 1740, and (right) 1750 UTC in-

dicating roughly the time period with clearly visible mammatus

lobes.
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between 1 and 3km in the horizontal and up to 1km in

the vertical (Fig. 2) in accordance withmagnitudes given

by Schultz et al. (2006). Horizontal scales below 1km

(Clarke 1962; Warner 1973) and up to 7 km (Wang and

Sassen 2006), however, have also been observed.

b. Microphysics

During the Pentecost event, mammatus were ob-

served between 6- and 8-km height where temperatures

were between 2158 to 2288C. The maximum vertical

motions in the mammatus region (Figs. 7 and 11) are

between 0.5 and 1.5m s21 and promote the existence of

supercooled liquid in these anvil mammatus. This in-

terpretation is corroborated by cloud radar, Doppler

lidar (Fig. 7), and microwave radiometer observations.

Both the cloud radar and C-band signatures suggest

circulations within mammatus lobes similar to what was

probably first documented byWinstead et al. (2001) in a

cumulonimbus anvil mammatus and also observed by

Kollias et al. (2005) in mammatus in a deep cirrus layer.

Figure 6 shows (most clearly within the intense lobes

between 1735 and 1740 UTC) downward vertical ve-

locities of up to 4ms21 in the center of the mammatus

lobes and upward motion of up to 1.5m s21 along the

edges in agreement with the two referred studies. When

comparing Doppler velocity and effective reflectivity

estimated by the cloud radar (Fig. 6), the intense lobe

centers coincide with descending motion and higher

reflectivity than in between. Martner (1995, 1996) and

others also reported negative correlations between

Doppler velocity and reflectivity visible in Fig. 6. Schultz

et al. (2006) reasoned that because of the higher re-

flectivities the downward-protruding lobes should also

contain the larger hydrometeors. While supercooled

liquid droplets at very low subfreezing temperatures

between the lobes are clearly documented in our ob-

servations, their expected sizes are insufficient to ex-

plain the high observed ZDR values in and around

mammatus.

c. Indications for highly anisotropic ice crystals

Based on the pronounced polarimetric signature ob-

served at the underside of the mammatus bearing anvils,

we suggest that highly anisoptropic ice crystals are per-

haps the dominant hydrometeor type at the base of the

mammatus. In most ice clouds, pristine crystals are

generated near the top of the clouds, which grow during

the fall by deposition, aggregation, or riming. According

to Kennedy and Rutledge (2011) the signature of den-

dritic growth especially consists of a band of highKDP in

an area of low rHV and relatively lowZH near the2158C
environmental temperature level. Dendritic growth,

however, has also been found to produce a band of

enhanced ZDR (Andrić et al. 2013). Both aggregation

and riming tend to reduce ZDR due to the decrease of

bulk density and/or oblateness. Hence, ZH increases,

ZDR decreases, and rHV increases with decreasing

height (i.e., toward the ground) where riming and

aggregation occur. In our observations, we see the

same polarimetric signature as expected with dendritic

growth: higher ZDR together with lower ZH and lower

rHV. Andrić et al. (2013) and Kennedy and Rutledge

(2011) associated bands of high ZDR and highKDP as a

tell-tale sign of dendritic growth, but the ZDR andKDP

bands do not necessarily occur together. For example,

Bechini et al. (2013) noted a vertical offset between

these bands when they occur at the same time, and

Moisseev et al. (2015) argue for different physical

processes responsible for ZDR and KDP bands; they

associate high KDP with dendritic growth under high

number concentrations promoting the onset of aggre-

gation, while bands of high ZDR in an absence of

enhanced KDP indicate dendritic growth under low

number concentrations.

Applying these findings to the Pentecost anvil mam-

matus, the observed higher ZDR, lower ZH, lower rHV,

and vertically nearly constantKDP seem to indicate that

depositional growth and maybe also new nucleation of

particles occurs in the highly supersaturated anvil base

region. The observed temperature range (2158
to 2308C) might include dendrites but in general can

only be associated to preferentially platelike particles

(e.g., Bailey and Hallett 2009). Seeding from ice parti-

cles falling from higher levels in the supersaturated re-

gion is a likely process in the anvil, but also glaciation

of supercooled liquid cloud droplets generated in the

localized updrafts is possible. The multisensor observa-

tions favor freezing nucleation over deposition nucle-

ation due to the identified supercooled liquid layer (Vali

et al. 2015). A more precise distinction between im-

mersion freezing, contact freezing, and condensation

freezing, however, is not possible. At higher altitudes

where ascent intensity decreases (or where upward

vertical motion is absent), the air is likely to be only

supersaturated with respect to ice, hence liquid droplets

may evaporate and/or ice crystals may grow at their

expense according to the Bergeron–Findeisen mecha-

nism. Comparing the Pentecost storm in Germany with

the observations for the supercell storm inOklahoma on

19 May 2013 (Fig. 15), the more pronounced KDP signal

in Fig. 15 hints toward higher concentration of platelike

crystals in the Oklahoma case and smaller concentra-

tions during the Pentecost storm. Note that simulations

performed by Schrom et al. (2015) corroborate a greater

variability of ZDR with the maximum dimension of

plates compared to dendrites. Both dendrites and plates
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become more oblate with increasing size but the grow-

ing branches of the dendrites also results in a decrease of

the density, which counteracts the increase in aspect

ratio (Botta et al. 2013; Lu et al. 2014).

These conclusions are generally in agreement with

findings from several others (e.g., Sassen 2005; Shupe

2007; Westbrook et al. 2010; Seifert et al. 2010; Buehl

et al. 2016). Their synergistic Doppler lidar and polari-

metric cloud radar observations or depolarization lidar

observations show consistently large depolarization

ratios below supercooled layers, which led them to

conclude that oriented planar ice crystals are frequently

falling from supercooled liquid layers. These studies

indicate that pristine crystals nucleate locally or seeding

from higher levels occurs and, subsequently, the crys-

tals grow rapidly within the supercooled layer before

falling out.

8. Summary and outlook

The analysis of the distribution of pseudo-ZDR col-

umns during the Pentecost 2014 event in North Rhine-

Westfalia, Germany, revealed unexpected potential

updraft zones in the leading and trailing anvil tens of

kilometers away from the core of intense convective

storms. These ZDR signals were generated by funda-

mentally different processes than those associated with

ZDR columns. The latter have been observed near up-

drafts of convective storms (and nearer the main storm

‘‘core’’) and are indicative of incipient convective de-

velopment or mature convective storms. When exam-

ining these data, it became clear that the ZDR signatures

far downstream of the majority of the ZH in the Pente-

cost event were detached from the melting layer, which

stood in contrast to the current understanding of ZDR

columns (which are thought to be composed of large

raindrops that are in the process of freezing and wet

hail); the observed polarimetric signals, instead, were

associated with storm anvil mammatus.

These findings spurred intense investigations of other

remote sensing observations of the storm by a polari-

metric X-band radar, a vertically pointing Ka-band

Doppler cloud radar, a Doppler lidar, a microwave radi-

ometer, a ceilometer, and a total sky imager, which clearly

identified regions of upward vertical velocity in the leading

anvil associated with anvil mammatus. The ZDR signals

in the trailing anvil, however, could not be that clearly

attributed to mammatus. The Ka-band cloud radar obser-

vations point to gravity waves but do not show the char-

acteristic mammatus lobes. Amuch larger dataset needs to

be analyzed, however, to demonstrate the applicability of a

modifiedZDR column algorithm for automated storm anvil

mammatus monitoring.

Along the sloping bases of the cumulonimbus anvil

clouds associated with the mammatus, ZH and rHV de-

crease toward the bottom of the anvil while ZDR rapidly

increases, and similar signatures have also been ob-

served in the anvils of supercell storms in the United

States. These patterns are found in regions of the anvil

with relatively strong updrafts (up to 1.5m s21) docu-

mented by other remote sensing instruments for the

German case. These updrafts, which are located be-

tween the mammatus lobes, should be capable of gen-

erating supercooled liquid water that was also detected.

About 0.5–1 km above the radar-detected base of the

mammatus lobes, an area of enhanced turbulence was

identified. Further evidence taken from other remote

sensing observations below supercooled liquid layers in

mixed-phase clouds let us conclude that the pronounced

polarimetric signatures including the high ZDR values at

subfreezing temperatures in the mammatus are most

probably associated with horizontally oriented aniso-

tropic ice crystals that grow in the supercooled liquid

layer near the bottom of the anvil.

Layers of increased Doppler spectral width and sig-

nificant gradients in mean Doppler velocity slightly

above the base of the mammatus are indicative of tur-

bulence. At higher levels in the anvil, additional less

turbulent layers can be identified. The association of

anvil mammatus with supercooled liquid water renders

mammatus detection also important for aviation safety.

These zones appear far away from strong surface pre-

cipitation and might be missed by air traffic control

systems. The turbulence, at least in the cases in-

vestigated, is not in a threatening range for aviation

safety. The networks of operational dual-polarization

radars similar to the one employed by the U.S. National

Weather Service or DWD in Germany may offer a

unique opportunity to detect such areas.

Besides their impressive sights, anvils associated with

cumulonimbus clouds also play an important role in

radiative transfer (e.g., Garrett et al. 2010; Houze 2014).

Given the evidence of rather small-scale processes act-

ing and shaping the anvil—like the mammatus—wemay

suspect that their representation in dynamic atmo-

spheric models might be too simplistic. The observations

and interpretations presented here supplemented by

further studies should be considered in future efforts to

improve these models.

This paper discusses only a few supercell cases and

does not allow us to draw general conclusions about

mammatus in supercells or in other clouds like cirrus,

cirrocumulus, altocumulus, altostratus, stratocumulus,

and volcanic ash clouds. The observed turbulent regions

above the mammatus lobes and the supercooled liquid

layer may be caused by the supercell environment and
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are thus not necessarily also characteristic of mammatus

in other cloud types.
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